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Abstract
Current development and re‐development of industrial areas cannot be adequately understoodwithout taking into account
the organisational structures and logistics of commodity production on a planetary scale. Global production networks con‐
tribute not only to the reconfiguration of urban spatial and economic structures in many places, but they also give rise to
novel transnational actor constellations, thus reconfiguring planning processes. This article explores such constellations
and their urban outcomes by investigating two current cases of industrial development linked with multilateral transport‐
infrastructure provisioning in Ethiopia and Argentina. In both cases, international partners are involved, in particular with
stakeholders based in China playing significant roles. In Mekelle, Ethiopia, we focus on the establishment of a commodity
hub through the implementation of new industry parks for global garment production and road and rail connections to
international seaports. In the Rosario metropolitan area in Argentina, major cargo rail and port facilities are under devel‐
opment to expand the country’s most important ports for soybean export. By mapping the physical architectures of the
industrial and infrastructure complexes and their urban contexts and tracing the translocal actor constellations involved
in infrastructure provisioning and operation, we analyse the spatial impacts of the projects as well as the related impli‐
cations for planning governance. The article contributes to emergent scholarship and theorisations of urban infrastruc‐
ture and global production networks, as well as policy mobility and the transnational constitution of planning knowledge
and practices.
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1. Introduction

The belief that integration in global production networks
and seamless flows of goods is a prerequisite of success‐
ful development and poverty alleviation in the Global
South still guides powerful international institutions,
such as the World Bank, and national policy agendas.
The continuing influence of this paradigm is reflected
in the many large‐scale infrastructure projects in the
Global South related to manufacturing and resource
extraction aimed at integrating urban regions in glob‐

alised production systems and promoted by a global
“growth coalition” comprised of development banks,
governments, multilateral institutions, transnational cor‐
porations, and consultancies (Schindler & Kanai, 2019).
These include new powerful actors such as state‐owned
enterprises and banks from China, as well as numer‐
ous firms from other Asian countries, as major drivers
of a new “South–South’’ cooperation in planning, engi‐
neering, and manufacturing (Anand et al., 2018). China’s
Belt and Road Initiative can be regarded as largest
among a variety of multilateral and bilateral initiatives
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of infrastructure‐led development (Liu et al., 2020).
In Ethiopia, for example, building physical infrastruc‐
tures for global garment manufacturing, such as indus‐
trial parks and related logistics facilities to attract
global fashion brands and their transnational suppli‐
ers, became a key national development priority in the
last 10 years (Ethiopia National Planning Commission,
2016; United Nations Development Programme Ethiopia,
2017). However, implementation has only been made
possible through foreign capital and construction firms,
mainly from China (Jalles d’Orey & Prizzon, 2017; World
Bank, 2017), which has complemented national invest‐
ments. In Argentina, the upgrading and expansion
of transport infrastructures for global soy production
and distribution is implemented by state agencies in
close cooperation with firms and financing from China
(Ministerio de Transporte, 2017a).

Partnerships between national governments and
Chinese companies to develop critical infrastructure
projects have triggered controversial debates in policy
and research. They often fall under the umbrella of
the Belt and Road Initiative, an agenda that has been
described as deliberately fuzzy with regard to its official
goals, geographical scope, andmeans of implementation
(Narins & Agnew, 2020). Researchers have questioned
the long‐term economic effects and sustainability of
infrastructure‐led development in general (Schindler &
Kanai, 2019), or problematised the lack of involvement of
local municipal planning in implementing such projects
(e.g., Beyer et al., in press; Goodfellow & Huang, 2021;
Kanai & Schindler, 2019). Some of these authors have
pointed towards the way such infrastructural constella‐
tions enable the exploitation of spatial differenceswithin
global production networks and, thus, contribute to
uneven development (Arboleda, 2016; Kanai & Schindler,
2019). Although their extensive impacts on urbanisa‐
tion dynamics are undisputed, a comprehensive and crit‐
ical urban assessment of translocal infrastructure initia‐
tives is largely missing, particularly in relation to global
production networks. In fact, unravelling the conflicts
and fault lines at the interface of infrastructure pro‐
vision and urban development is particularly relevant
given the multiple sustainability challenges in “industri‐
alising” countries, augmented by the Covid‐19‐related
crisis, and the size of the financial commitment already
made by national and local governments in relation to
transnational infrastructure investments. To answer the
questions raised, more solidly grounded case studies
are needed to “demystify” (Liu et al., 2020) infrastruc‐
ture development with Chinese involvement and explor‐
ing its varying contours and impacts. Such case studies
ought to shed light on the local and spatial development
impacts of transnational infrastructure provisioning and
to untangle multilateral negotiation processes between
the involved actors, such as local government agencies,
local communities, development agencies, and a vari‐
ety of Chinese state‐owned enterprises (Goodfellow &
Huang, 2021; Liu et al., 2020).

Addressing this gap, this article takes a closer look at
the interrelations between industrial infrastructure pro‐
visioning and global networks of production and explores
their repercussions in terms of urban development and
planning governance. Two case studies of industrial
areas inMekelle, Ethiopia, and Rosario, Argentina,will be
discussed as crystallisation points of wider transnational
networks of production, logistics, and on‐going infras‐
tructure development. The article considers manufactur‐
ing and processing facilities as integral components of
infrastructural arrangements facilitating global commod‐
ity circulation. Our analysis is guided by an understand‐
ing of infrastructures as “socio‐technical apparatuses
and material artifacts that structure, enable, and gov‐
ern circulation” (Burchardt & Höhne, 2015, p. 3). Such a
holistic view on the provisioning of industrial infrastruc‐
tures links physical‐material aspects to questions of plan‐
ning, construction, operation, and maintenance (Leigh
Star, 1999). Our findings build on the combination of
the spatial analysis of emerging industry and infrastruc‐
ture complexes in specific urban contexts and a transna‐
tional and comparative perspective on their provision‐
ing, i.e., the ways they are planned, constructed, and
negotiated through novel transnational actor constella‐
tions, including local actors and stakeholders from global
production networks. Our approach integrates recent
scholarship and theorisations around urban infrastruc‐
ture, global production networks, as well as the transna‐
tional constitution and circulation of planning knowl‐
edge and practices.

2. Transnational Research Perspectives on
Infrastructure Provisioning

Interdisciplinary debates on infrastructures and com‐
modity flows in cities have gained considerable momen‐
tum in recent years (for a more extensive review of
the literature see Beyer et al., 2020). Scholars of archi‐
tecture and planning, as well as urban geography,
have developed relational perspectives on how urban
fabric is produced and organised through infrastruc‐
tures, and how infrastructural networks spatialise socio‐
economic power relations (e.g., Graham&Marvin, 2001;
McFarlane & Rutherford, 2008). Easterling (2014) and
others have begun to show how infrastructure pro‐
visioning contributes to the emergence of new spa‐
tial and political configurations, for example the phys‐
ical enclaves of special economic zones or segregated
corridors, producing landscapes of “splintering urban‐
ism” (Enns, 2018; Graham & Marvin, 2001; Kanai &
Schindler, 2019). For their part, architectural scholars
have developed innovative methods for analysis and
visual representation of logistical infrastructure systems,
their physical form, and urban impact (Hein, 2018;
LeCavalier, 2016; Lyster, 2016). Yet, following Lin (2019),
we contend that particularly the interrelations between
transnational production relations and urban infrastruc‐
tures remain understudied. Here, the global production
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networks’ heuristic approach, rooted in economic geog‐
raphy, offers particularly suitable entry points. It allows
for an identification of the transnational actor constel‐
lations orchestrated by global “lead firms” within the
industry and include actors on various scales of gov‐
ernance. Global production networks’ scholarship and
related approaches have generated instructive empir‐
ical analyses of global economic networks, including
fundamental studies on the clothing and soy indus‐
tries (Bair & Gereffi, 2001; for specific treatments of
our case study regions see Dobelmann, 2012; Staritz
et al., 2016). Furthermore, the approach draws attention
to how network integration can foster regional devel‐
opment (Coe & Yeung, 2015; Henderson et al., 2002)
and how it contributes to uneven geographies (Werner,
2016). The notion of “strategic coupling” is particularly
helpful to conceptualise the nexus between the provi‐
sioning of infrastructures and the integration of a place
in global production relations. It allows us to grasp how
a match between a region’s assets and the strategic
needs of global lead firms is created in order to plug
a region into global production networks. Jacobs and
Lagendijk (2014, p. 51) understand “[t]he provision and
deployment of key infrastructure…[as] one of the pri‐
mary vehicles through which to facilitate the insertion of
a place into a global production network and, thus, to
accomplish strategic coupling.” Also, recent research has
stressed the centrality of infrastructures for coupling and
de‐coupling processes (Gao et al., 2017; Scholvin et al.,
2019) and demonstrated the impacts the provision of
infrastructure at one place can have on other network
nodes (Breul et al., 2019).

At the same time, various strands of urban and geo‐
graphical research have demonstrated the transnational
interrelatedness of urban development. Urban research
debates on the mobility and transnational constitution
of planning knowledge and practices (Grubbauer, 2015;
Parnreiter, 2015), as well as urban policies (McCann &
Ward, 2012; Peck & Theodore, 2010), provide useful
concepts and methodologies by which to explore the
transnational processes and actors involved in the plan‐
ning and provisioning of (urban) infrastructure (Harris,
2013; Kanai & Schindler, 2019; Rode et al., 2020; Wiig &
Silver, 2019). Investigating the development of industrial
and infrastructural urban spaces through the respective
transnational flows and relations also speaks to discus‐
sions on “worlding” urban research (Roy, 2009). The con‐
cept of “worlding” brings to the fore the importance
of contextualising urban development through widening
the focus to the various translocal networks of knowl‐
edge, capital, commodities, and labour that cities are
embedded in. However, scholars such as Söderström
(2014) criticise such concepts as too abstract to cap‐
ture “how connections and flows depend on and create
material places” (pp. 171–172). Drawing on Söderstrom,
we contend that focussing on the relational constitu‐
tion of the particular built forms that enable transna‐
tional connections can contribute to closing this gap and

direct long overdue attention to the globally intercon‐
nected nature of infrastructures for commodity produc‐
tion and circulation.

3. A Relational, Multi‐Scalar Approach to Interrogate
the Provisioning of Infrastructures for Global
Production Systems

Our approach combines multi‐scalar spatial analysis of
emerging industry and infrastructure complexes in their
specific urban settings with a relational, translocal per‐
spective on their provisioning by translocal actor constel‐
lations, including stakeholders from global production
networks and government authorities in charge of eco‐
nomic and spatial planning on different scales, as illus‐
trated in Figure 1.

Spatial analysis encompasses three major analytical
scales:

1. Buildings and their immediate surroundings, cap‐
turing the footprint and specific characteristics of
built forms that facilitate the processing andmove‐
ment of commodities;

2. Urban region or larger urban contexts of the
industry‐infrastructure complexes defined as
“commodity hubs” (Giraudo, 2015), encompassing
relevant urban planning schemes, spatial impacts
on surroundings such as land use changes, land
consumption, and environmental, social, and eco‐
nomic costs and benefits;

3. Translocal flows and infrastructure networks: On
a larger scale, the commodity hubs are contextu‐
alized within national and transnational infrastruc‐
tural networks such as commodity transportation
and logistics.

Complementing the spatial analysis, we identify key
actors involved in the design, implementation, and oper‐
ation of the respective industrial infrastructure in three
major fields: infrastructure provision, spatial planning,
and global production. Tracing entanglements and over‐
laps between these fields allows us to capture the
translocal constellations of actors involved in industrial
infrastructure provisioning, to identify protagonists of
“strategic coupling” with global production networks,
and, most importantly, to chart power asymmetries
and scalar mismatches posing specific challenges to
urban planning.

The article draws on ongoing research, including field‐
work conducted between 2017 and 2019 in Ethiopia
(Addis Ababa and Mekelle) and Argentina (Buenos Aires
and Rosario), with the goal to trace how the processes,
multi‐scalar constellations, and negotiations of infrastruc‐
ture provisioning correlate with physical urban transfor‐
mations. Our findings are based on the triangulation of
different qualitative methods of gathering empirical data,
drawing on a pool of methods as suggested by McCann
andWard (2012) for tracing the diffusion of urbanpolicies
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Figure 1. Analytical framework.

through interviews, maps, documents, and media analy‐
sis, as well as non‐participant observation.

The analytical maps were prepared on the basis of
existing maps and satellite images, as well as planning
and design documents such as master plans, land‐use
plans and building plans, policy documents, and reports,
all validated through on‐site observations documented
with photographs and drawings. At all locations, semi‐
structured expert interviews (Gläser & Laudel, 2010)
were conducted with representatives of urban and trans‐
portation planning bodies on various scales: infrastruc‐
ture providers and operators, companies involved in
global commodity production and circulation, domestic
and international development agencies, aswell as other
academic researchers. In total, we conducted 46 inter‐
views (36 in or related to Ethiopia, 10 in Argentina).
These were complemented by non‐participant observa‐
tion at trade fairs and conferences promoting industrial
development, as well as evaluation of policy documents
issued by state institutions, international organisations
and NGOs, industry reports, technical reports, and plan‐
ning and legal documents.

4. New Clothing Industry Parks in Mekelle: The Making
of a Commodity Hub in Ethiopia

Mekelle city, the capital of the Tigray Regional State in
northern Ethiopia, is an instructive case to study how
transnational actors and stakeholders in globalised com‐
modity production become significant players in negoti‐
ating and physically shaping urban space. At the same
time, infrastructure provisioning for manufacturing and
global circulation of commodities has become a primary
goal of government agencies, leading to new spatial
interventions. In the case of Mekelle, the potentially
short life and fragility of globalised production arrange‐
ments also come to the fore—particularly in light of the
violent conflicts between Ethiopia’s federal government
and the Tigray Regional State that have flared up since
autumn 2020. The outcome of these conflicts is highly

uncertain at the time of writing and will be critical for
the full implementation and future use of infrastructure
already in place and in the making.

4.1. Spatial Impacts of Industry Zone Construction

With a population of approximately 500,000 within its
current municipal boundaries, but about 1.5 million peo‐
ple living in a 50 km radius, Mekelle is an important sec‐
ondary city in Ethiopia and a regional centre for adminis‐
tration, industry, business, and education. The city has
been steadily growing over the past decades due to
migration from rural areas and municipal boundaries
were successively expanded (Mekelle University, 2014;
Negese et al., 2017; Teka, 2020). In late 2018, when
our field visits were conducted, there were four large
monofunctional export‐oriented industry zones under
construction on greenfield sites on the periphery of the
city (see Figure 2), all specialising in garment making and
with the goal to employ more than 10,000 workers each.
Apart from the state‐run flagship project, the Mekelle
Industry Park (MIP), three large clothing production com‐
plexes were being developed by private investors from
India, the United Arab Emirates, Bangladesh, and Italy.
In addition to its own integrated jeans factory, one
of these complexes was set to become a 170 ha, pri‐
vately run industry park for other companies. Each of the
projects was facilitated through significant involvement
of various stakeholders at the national scale, such as
the Ethiopian Investment Commission, the Development
Bank of Ethiopia, and the Industrial Parks Development
Corporation (IPDC), as well as transnational actors in the
garment industry (global brands and their supplier net‐
works) and in the fields of development cooperation,
consultancy, and construction engineering (see Figure 2).
As the map shows, the sites are situated in urban
fringe areas which are divided, in very broad swathes,
into zones for industrial, logistics, or uniform state‐led
residential developments (plus higher education cam‐
puses). Current planning seeks to connect the industrial
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Figure 2. Industry and infrastructure projects for export production inMekelle and involved actors (2018). Sources: Authors
based on Google Maps, OpenStreetMap, IPDC (2015), and authors’ interviews.

development sites—which had only recently been incor‐
porated into the administrative territory of the city—to
the main overland transport arteries by the construction
of four‐lane roads circumventing the city.

For example, at MIP on the south‐western fringe
of the city, the regional government designated an
area of 1,000 ha for textile and garment production.
In the first development phase, it covers an area of
75 ha and encompassed the following building works:
15 turn‐key sheds of two sizes; offices for customs, tax
issues, etc.; and road and engineering networks, includ‐
ing a wastewater treatment plant (see Figures 3 and 4).
The Ethiopian government financed the construction,
executed on a design‐and‐build contract by the Chinese
Communications Construction Company (CCCC) within
nine months after winning the tender. The monotonous
spatial layout of the industry park contrasts sharply
with the peri‐urban context of agriculture and village

structures. By 2018, the park, managed jointly by the
Ethiopian Investment Commission and the IPDC, had
been inaugurated, and sewing companies from China,
India, Bangladesh, and the UK were among the first ten‐
ants. An additional area of 163 ha was announced as
ready for the second construction phase, to be financed
through a $500‐million contract with the European
Investment Bank. At the time of writing, however, oper‐
ations in the park had been temporarily suspended due
to the military conflicts of late 2020.

The immediate spatial impacts resulting from
export‐oriented industrial infrastructure development
in Mekelle are significant. Not only do the large indus‐
trial sites and dual carriageways reconfigure the arid
landscape of seasonal pastureland dramatically, dis‐
secting intricate settlement patterns of small farm‐
steads in traditional stone masonry, they also divide
the emerging residential estates south‐west of the city
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Figure 3.MIP, first construction phase (2018). Sources: Authors based on Google Maps, OpenStreetMap, IPDC (2015), and
authors’ interviews.

with an impermeable road corridor (on the Addis Ring
Road development, also designed and implemented
by the CCCC and fraught with similar problems, see
Delz, 2015). Industry is also prone to consume immense
electrical power and increase water scarcity, which is
already at critical levels in the region. The huge mono‐
functional development areas and the fine‐grain of
existing and future urban texture appear as scalar mis‐
matches posing issues concerning the planning gover‐
nance constellations.

4.2. Urban Planning Challenges Linked to Industrial
Infrastructure Development

The industrial‐infrastructural complexes pose multiple
governance challenges linked to mediating interests of
stakeholders operating at very different scales. These
stakeholders include local farmers and workers from
rural areas, municipal planners, regional as well as fed‐

eral state institutions, transnational corporations and
their suppliers, and globally active Chinese state‐owned
engineering companies. Last but not least, a range of
foreign and international organisations are acting as
development and/or investment consultants and capi‐
tal providers. Power asymmetries between these stake‐
holders were already evident in the land allocation for
industrial sites circa 2013. The location for the state‐
developed industry park, as well as for the private
foreign‐investment projects, was selected by Ethiopian
Federal and Tigray Regional State’s investment agencies,
who went on to transfer publicly owned land from small
tenant farmers (who received a very modest compensa‐
tion) to foreign investors (who pay little or no rents on
the land as an incentive). Government institutions oper‐
ating at the national level actively promoted “strategic
coupling” with global production networks by incentivi‐
sation, for example tax breaks and Development Bank of
Ethiopia credits covering over 50% of initial investments
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Figure 4.MIP and bypass under construction (2018).

by foreign companies, or through infrastructure provi‐
sioning.Meanwhile, locations could be allocatedwithout
engaging with the complexity of local realities and con‐
cerns. According to our interviews with textile company
representatives, they were already exploring peripheral
locations or beginning to develop their factories in 2013,
but a 2014 land use analysis commissioned by Mekelle
City Government in preparation for a revision of the
city’s structural plan made no mention of these large‐
scale projects (Mekelle University, 2014). In interviews,
local planners conceded that the large industrial develop‐
ments were only retroactively integrated into local urban
planning schemes and it was not until as late as 2016
that a structural plan proposal was elaborated as a basis
for the development of the Mekelle urban region taking
into account the emerging large industry areas within
the city’s expanding administrative boundaries (Mekelle
University, 2016).

Connecting the industrial enclaves to networked
transport and supply infrastructures has been realised
incrementally, involving spatial planning and infrastruc‐
ture provision actors operating at different scales. This
also concerns the urban and rural fabric of social repro‐
duction required to keep transnational commodity pro‐

duction running: At the time of our field work, the ques‐
tion of how to provide housing for tens of thousands of
workers was still a matter of deliberation. Garment man‐
ufacturing workers would clearly not be able to afford
the new condominium housing under construction close
by (Delz, 2018), but how to finance schemes to develop
more affordable housing was still unresolved, according
to the MIP’s management. In the meantime, some of
the manufacturing companies renting sheds in the park
had asked for permission to erect dormitories on adja‐
cent land (for similar issues in other Ethiopian indus‐
try parks see Beyer & Hagemann, in press). Apart from
such factory‐owned dorms planned with up to eight
bunk‐beds per room, the only viable housing option for
workers was to rely on their personal or family net‐
works, partly in rural, partly in informal settlements
(Mezzadri, 2019).

Another key challenge is connectivity at different
scales. National‐level planning privileges infrastructural
corridors for translocal commodity flows, ignoring more
local mobility needs in urban and rural territories.
According to a senior planner in Ethiopia’s Federal
Ministry of Transport, overland transport infrastructure
was laid out in such broad strokes, even with regard to
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industrial development sites, that critical details such as
feeder roads or cargo rail branches were addressed with
a time lag. At the time of our visit to Mekelle, major
transport infrastructure, including an 18‐km bypass, was
under construction in order to improve the connection
of the export industry to the ports of Djibouti and Eritrea,
with the CCCC as the main contractor for designing, engi‐
neering, and building (see Figure 2). The company’s com‐
missions included the design for a new dry port for cus‐
toms processing near the airport and the future rail
terminus (Kang’ereha, 2017; PwC et al., 2017). Here, a
multi‐modal hub was envisioned for transferring con‐
tainers from the road to an electric railway line south‐
ward. The CCCC was also contracted to implement a
200‐km section of this railway line, as well as the entire
Mekelle terminus station, co‐financed by the Chinese
state. Consequently, the engineering of most transport
and industrial infrastructure for the commodity hub
emerging in Mekelle relied on the design and construc‐
tion expertise of one formidable global player in infras‐
tructure provisioning, based in China. Although neither
the rail terminus nor the multi‐modal dry port project
had proceeded beyond site allocation at the time of writ‐
ing, they can be considered as significant factors in the
strategic coupling with global production and important
vectors of current and future urbanisation. Images of
trains and the future countrywide rail network often fea‐
ture in information materials for investors in MIP and
other Ethiopian industry parks, and company representa‐
tives stated that the railway project contributed to their
location choice in Mekelle. After painstaking land pro‐
curement processes, however, the building of the rail‐
way link was temporarily suspended in 2019 due to lack
of funds. As the peace process with Eritrea raised hopes
of shipping goods through Massawa port 400 km away,
Mekelle’s evolving commodity hub might ultimately con‐
nect to a different infrastructural link. But at the time of
writing, the violent conflicts in the region have brought
industry operations to a halt, jeopardising civilian life and
future development.

4.3. Industry Park and Infrastructure Provisioning:
National Policy Frameworks and Bilateral and
Multilateral Cooperation

The making of a commodity hub in Mekelle is part of
an ambitious national industrial and infrastructure devel‐
opment policy (see Figure 5). The MIP is not a singu‐
lar case, but part of a national programme launched
in the 2010s to build more than a dozen similar state‐
run industry parks across the country in order to facili‐
tate integration into global production networks, specif‐
ically targeting the textile and garment industry (IPDC,
2015). International experiences in industrial‐zone devel‐
opment are an important reference for the Ethiopian
government, and most parks were designed and built
by Chinese state‐owned enterprises (United Nations
Development Programme China & International Poverty

Reduction Center in China, 2015; Weldesilassie et al.,
2017; Zhang et al., 2018). At the parks, turn‐key sheds,
or land, water, and energy are available at very competi‐
tive prices, complemented by services such as advanced
waste management, customs clearance, or administra‐
tive support for foreign businesses, including assistance
with worker recruitment.

The national infrastructure development vision
includes the construction of an impressive system
of transport connections linking the various export‐
processing zones with transcontinental networks.
Bilateral and multilateral partnerships are key to its
financing and construction. Measures include the
improvement of the overland road network, dry port
facilities for international freight logistics (United
Nations Development Programme Ethiopia, 2017) and a
national electric railway network branching out from the
railway connection between Addis Ababa and the port
of Djibouti, which was re‐established in 2018 in bilat‐
eral cooperation with China. The railway is an ambitious
flagship project of state‐led infrastructural development
and Ethio‐Chinese partnership, but transport planners
question its actual exigency for the prioritised textile
sector, as well as its high cost at a time when many rural
areas still lack basic road access (authors’ interviews in
the autumn of 2018). As “renewable” power sources
for manufacturing, Ethiopia’s major rivers are being
dammed by international engineering firms. In the field
of infrastructure provisioning, China—also the biggest
source of foreign direct investment in Ethiopia—has
become the country’s most important partner in financ‐
ing as well as in designing and building the physical struc‐
tures (Delz, 2015, 2016; Eom et al., 2018; Jalles d’Orey
& Prizzon, 2017; Nicolas, 2017; Ziso, 2017), but many
other international stakeholders are competing on this
promising market terrain.

4.4. Industrial Infrastructure as Arena of Collaboration
for New Transnational Actor Constellations: Global
Production Networks and Global Development
Cooperation

As large export production enclaves are built up on
the fringes of Ethiopian cities such as Mekelle and
linked to privileged transport corridors, transnational
involvement in infrastructure provisioning plays out in
the formation of global production networks. The new
industry parks have mostly attracted basic sewing oper‐
ations by South‐East Asian suppliers of ready‐made
garments to global fashion brands or retailers in Europe
and North America. Producing in Ethiopia allows these
firms to profit from preferential trade agreements, low
wages, and other costs, as well as government incen‐
tives. Company managers and external observers stated
that major European and US clothing retailers and
brands actively encouraged their suppliers to move to
Mekelle, and Ethiopia generally. The untarnished rep‐
utation of the country’s new industry parks matched
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the buyers’ corporate social responsibility strategies in
seeking cheap yet humane and safe working condi‐
tions. Further incentives were provided by qualification
and vocational education programmes from European
development agencies like Swedfund or Germany’s
Ministry for Development Cooperation (Federal Ministry
for Economic Cooperation and Development, 2017;
Swedfund, 2016). The parks operate not only as a field
of collaboration between Ethiopian government insti‐
tutions, transnational construction companies, and gar‐

ment firms, but are also supported by national and inter‐
national development agencies and banks in numerous
ways. This includes the mobilisation of planning knowl‐
edge and international experience in industry zone devel‐
opment, for example, conferences and training sessions
to promote “sustainable industry areas” organised by
Germany’s development cooperation agency GIZ. Most
of the international engagements are framed as cata‐
lysts of environmentally sustainable development and
good governance practices, creating great numbers of
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jobs with the potential to reduce poverty and migration,
but equally profitable opportunities for investment, gar‐
ment sourcing, as well as the export of machinery, tech‐
nology, and know‐how from the agencies’ home coun‐
tries. However, observers point towards the significant
risks and uncertainties of banking on the notoriously
footloose clothing industry by offering export‐oriented
industrial enclaves with hardly any sustainable linkages
to the domestic economy (Nicolas, 2017; Staritz et al.,
2016; Weldesilassie et al., 2017; for a slightly more opti‐
mistic outlook see Altenburg et al., 2020). Beyond offer‐
ing very low‐wage jobs, the value captured in Ethiopia
may therefore remain very low (Whitfield et al., 2020)
and is subject to the extreme volatility of the global cloth‐
ing industry. At the same time, the physical infrastruc‐
tures catering to global production networks are bound
to have questionable impacts on local urban develop‐
ment, which seems to be a secondary concern to stake‐
holders pursuing agendas of national and global scope
but pose urgent tasks for more inclusive urban planning.

5. The Grain Ports of Gran Rosario: A Global Centre of
the Soy Industry in Argentina

The metropolitan region of Gran Rosario is one of the
world’s largest hubs for the shipping and processing of
grains (Giraudo, 2015) and an illustrative example for the
power of this industry and its protagonists to shape the
transformation processes of entire urban regions.

5.1. Spatial Impacts of Soybean Shipping and Processing

With approximately 1.3 million inhabitants, Gran Rosario
is the third largest metropolitan region in Argentina.
The city of Rosario, located on the banks of the Paraná
River, has been a centre of grain trading, transport, and
processing since the 1930s (Raposo, 2009). Today, the
metropolitan region is home to more than 20 deep‐
water ports, most of them specialised in the shipment
of grains and by‐products in themetropolitan area which
stretches over 60 km along the bank of the river. In recent
decades soybeans and by‐products became Argentina’s
major export commodities, accounting for more than
25% of the national exports, with Gran Rosario evolving
to become the key node for soybean processing and ship‐
ping overseas. In addition to the expanding port, the rail‐
way lines, silos, andmills are now defining features of the
region, linking the agricultural areas of the Argentinean
Pampawith globalmarkets (Galimberti, 2015). Today, the
most important market for Argentina’s grains is China,
which received 96% of the country’s soybean exports in
2018 (Calzada & Ramseyer, 2019).

One of the most notable large‐scale transformations
can be observed within the municipal borders of the
small town of Timbúes at the northern fringe of the
metropolitan area (see Figure 6). The peri‐urban area
is dominated by huge integrated port and processing
facilities, including soy crushing plants, grain dryers, and

a bio‐diesel refinery covering areas up to 200 ha and
built on former agricultural land. The construction of
the complexes was partly financed through specialised
infrastructure investment funds or loans from different
regional and global development banks (International
Finance Corporation, 2009; Origlia, 2019; Ralev, 2013).
The five national and multinational companies that are
present in this area (see Figure 6 for details) accounted
for 43% of Argentina’s exports of grains and by‐products
in 2018 (Calzada & Ramseyer, 2019). One of the major
actors is the China Oil and Foodstuffs Corporation, a
Chinese state‐owned food processing and trading com‐
pany which became an important player in Argentina’s
agroindustry through the acquisition of two large com‐
petitors. China Oil and Foodstuffs Corporation operates
its biggest processing and port complex in Timbúes (see
Figure 7) and is planning to expand its operations.

5.2. Urban Planning Challenges Linked to the Soybean
Processing and Shipping Infrastructures

The vast port facilities in the north of the Gran Rosario
region are highly securitised enclaves that have few
links to surrounding suburban and peri‐urban areas.
Nevertheless, they assert a tremendous impact on their
surrounding environment, posing serious challenges for
sustainable local development. The ports’ externalities
include heavy emissions such as grain dust (see Figure 8)
and massive traffic congestion. The latter partly results
from inadequate road infrastructure serving the high‐
capacity ports, the exorbitantly high number of trucks
entering the ports during harvest seasons, and insuffi‐
cient parking areas for trucks in the ports (“Colapso logís‐
tico,” 2021). Port expansions have also fuelled land use
conflicts (Schweitzer, 2017). These have resulted, among
other things, in the displacement of activities that sus‐
tain the livelihoods of the local population, such as small‐
scale river‐bank fisheries (Roldán & Godoy, 2020).

In addition, these large‐scale transformations on the
fringe of the metropolitan area, which have occurred
with the involvement of the highest bodies of the
national government, pose challenges in terms of inte‐
grated planning in the urban region: While only some
of the municipalities gain revenues from the transport
infrastructures and processing facilities, they heavily
impact the greater region’s economic development, envi‐
ronmental conditions, and traffic flows. Nevertheless,
the local authorities of Timbúes, who have to directly
deal with the interests of the powerful grain trading
companies, do not have to align their land use plans
with the planning of the other municipalities in the
metropolitan region. Moreover, Timbúes does not par‐
ticipate in the voluntary association for metropolitan
planning coordination ECOM. Instead, the municipalities
that host ports in the province of Santa Fé, including
Timbúes, created their own advocacy group to repre‐
sent their particular interests vis‐à‐vis the provincial and
national governments.
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In order to mitigate the conflicts and risks caused
by traffic at the peak times of the harvest seasons, the
national state, in cooperation with provincial bodies and
the municipalities, initiated actions to regulate heavy
traffic. These include checkpoints operated by the traf‐
fic police, temporary road closures, and the assignment
of specific routes to lorries. Another initiative led by
the province’s transport ministry brings together var‐
ious provincial bodies, municipalities, and representa‐
tives of the transport industry to improve the coordi‐
nation of traffic flows to the ports, inter alia through
providing real‐time information throughmessenger apps
(“Colapso logístico,” 2021). To increase the infrastruc‐
tural capacities and to keep heavy traffic off the local
road networks, a new motorway, projected as a public–

private partnership, is intended to serve the grain ports
in the north of Gran Rosario (Calzada et al., 2017; see
Figure 6).

The infrastructures that enable transnational com‐
modity flows tomarkets overseas and couple Argentina’s
rural areas with global production networks create fric‐
tions and put strain on suburban communities in Gran
Rosario, resulting in specific patterns of spatial inequal‐
ity. Due to the current mismatch of the infrastructures’
locations and their spatial impacts, these problematic
constellations cannot be resolved on the level of single
municipalities but demand coordination on higher scales,
as for instance happens in the case of cross‐sectoral and
multi‐scalar initiatives by government bodies to prevent
the collapse of the local road network at harvest times.
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5.3. Bilateral Cooperation and the Globalised
Agroindustry as Drivers of Infrastructure Development

Currently, soybeans are mostly transported by lorry in
Argentina (Gómez Lende & Velázquez, 2018), hastened
by the fact that the railway network has been fragmented
and partly decaying since the late 20th century, in the
context of the country’s neoliberal restructuring. Despite
this, the ports around Timbúes are an endpoint of one of
Argentina’s major current transportation infrastructure
projects, namely the renovation of the main corridors of
the Belgrano Cargas railway network.

In Timbúes and the neighbouring municipality of
Oliveros, new rail tracks to the port terminals and a new
rail yard have been constructed as part of the project,
co‐financed by the companies operating the ports and
processing facilities (see Figure 6). Transport infrastruc‐
ture development in Argentina strongly reflects the
needs of the country’s extractive industries, in particular
the agroindustry: Many of the country’s main road and
railway corridors, as well as the infrastructures for inland
navigation, connect regions of intense agricultural activ‐

ities to seaports that enable access to overseas markets.
The renovation of the BelgranoCargas network allows for
better integration of territories in Argentina’s north (see
Figure 9), which still hold great potential for the expan‐
sion of soybean cultivation, into global agro‐industrial
production networks (Gómez Lende & Velázquez, 2018)
by increasing railway capacity and dramatically reduc‐
ing travel time. In addition, the major grain traders have
become important actors in the freight transport mar‐
ket as they operate port terminals, railway lines, and
lorry fleets. Most of the companies whose terminals in
Timbúes are being connected to the Belgrano Cargas net‐
work are already customers of Trenes Argentinos Carga,
the state‐owned freight railway company operating the
network. In the past ten years grains and by‐products
accounted for up to 80% of the Belgrano Cargas rail‐
way’s transported volumes. Therefore, it can be assumed
that these companies generate a considerable share of
the cargo transported as well as the future demand for
planned services. The five companies are all members of
the Rosario Board of Trade, a local business organisation
that represents the interests of the agricultural and port
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Figure 8. Entrance of a port in northern Gran Rosario, covered in grain dust (2018).

industries, among others. It is seen as an influential voice
of the respective sectors in local, provincial, and national
politics (authors’ interviews, 2018).

The railway renovation project is directed by
Argentina’s federal transport ministry and coordinated
by a state‐owned railway infrastructure company.
Planning decisions are taken by national‐level author‐
ities and only need to be approved by the municipal‐
ities directly affected. The project is financed by the
Argentinean state and a $4‐billion loan from two Chinese
banks (China Development Bank Corporation and the
Industrial and Commercial Bank of China Limited), linked
to a contract with the China Machinery and Engineering
Corporation (Ministerio de Transporte, 2017a). The con‐
tract with ChinaMachinery and Engineering Corporation
includes the purchase of rolling stock and construction
materials from China, as well as respective technical ser‐
vices and staff training. The construction work, on the
other hand, is the responsibility of Argentinean com‐
panies. By late 2019, 900 km of the targeted 1,845 km
of the Belgrano Cargas network had been renovated.
The expansion of the network is currently under con‐
sideration, as mentioned by the Argentine ambassador
to China in an interview in early 2021 (Dinatale, 2021).

The Belgrano Cargas project is embedded in the multi‐
lateral South American infrastructure planning initiative
IIRSA‐COSIPLAN and is also part of greater infrastruc‐
ture initiatives with Chinese involvement in Argentina,
which include loans for passenger and further cargo
railway projects as well as for energy infrastructures
(The Dialogue, n.d.).

On the scale of the urban region, the renovation and
local expansion of the Belgrano Cargas network might
contribute to tackling the dominance of road‐borne com‐
modity transport and the related problems it causes in
the respective municipalities. For the grain traders, the
project can also be seen as a solution to the bottleneck
situation that the urban spaces represent within their
logistical networks. The renovation of the railway net‐
work and the expansion of the ports in Gran Rosario also
strengthen and consolidate the region as a central node
within the global production network of the soybean
industry. These infrastructures also fix large amounts of
capital in space and thus contribute to the persistence of
the extractivistmodel of economic development focused
on the export of soybeans and by‐products, creating
in turn critical relations of dependency on the global
market for this specific commodity (Gómez Lende &
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Velázquez, 2018). The boom of the soybean industry
has deeply transformed Argentina’s landscape and the
country’s social structure in recent decades. On the

one hand, many actors involved in the sector benefited
when the soybean industry was thriving, the respective
state revenues allowed for redistributive measures and
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a considerable processing industry was developed in the
soybean sector (Dobelmann, 2012; Sly, 2017). On the
other hand, large parts of the value generated are being
captured by very few, mostly transnationally active com‐
panies, amongst them the large traders. Furthermore,
the development of the soybean industry has been
accompanied by an enforcement of existing, and the cre‐
ation of new, patterns of inequality (e.g., Dobelmann,
2012; Gras, 2013). This has occurred particularly through
the spatial expansion of the industrialised cultivation
of soybeans and environmental degradation linked to
the intensive deployment of pesticides andmonocultural
modes of farming (Gómez Lende, 2017). Improving the
connectivity to the northern provinces through the reno‐
vation of the Belgrano Cargas network, and thereby inte‐
grating new territories into the global production net‐
works of the soybean industry, will very likely contribute
to this development, as the considerable increase in the
transportation of grains originating from the provinces
Salta and Chaco in 2020 (Ministerio de Transporte, 2021)
indicates. These are also the same provinces where mas‐
sive deforestation can be observed (Patel, 2020). Other
results of the transformations of rural Argentina through
the soybean sector are, inter alia, the exclusion of former
peasants from participating in agricultural activities and
rural–urban flows of migration (Viale, 2017), the latter
also greatly affecting Gran Rosario.

The case study of Timbúes has shown that the
development of the peri‐urban landscape of the soy‐
bean industry is being decisively shaped by translocal
relations which encompass the global soybean produc‐
tion networks and the bilateral railway infrastructure
project. Both actor constellations are tightly entangled,
and in both—besides the significant role of Argentina’s
national government—Chinese companies have become
central figures.

6. Conclusion

In this article we employed a multi‐scalar and relational
research approach in order to add crucial dimensions
to the understanding of industrial site development in
a globalised world. We argue that mobilising method‐
ological tools from related disciplines, such as economic
geography, can add essential new perspectives and, thus,
make the case for a more comprehensive methodologi‐
cal approach to planning studies. As a result, entangle‐
ments between spatial planning, global production net‐
works and infrastructure provisioning on the scales of
built forms, urban regions, and translocal infrastructure
networks are revealable.

More concretely, the cases discussed in this article
showed the following:

• Firstly, we have shown how planning of infras‐
tructures and the transformation of local built
environments in Mekelle, Ethiopia, and Rosario,
Argentina involve a transnational stakeholder net‐

work and newactor constellations. Both cases illus‐
trate the deep entanglement of local industrial
site development and the provisioning of large
physical infrastructures and global production net‐
works, supporting the claim that “urban develop‐
ment is increasingly shaped by transnational and
translocal relations” (Söderström, 2014, p. 171).
Indeed, both cases point towards a significant shift
in planning power towards actors in global produc‐
tion networks supported by national governments,
especially in the initial planning and implementa‐
tion phases. In both cases, local planners were
left to make do with the new realities, retrospec‐
tively stitching together new industrial complexes
and existing cities and retroactively planning for
access roads or housing, as if an afterthought.
In addition,municipalities often lack the necessary
capacities to mitigate the effects of such infras‐
tructure projects as they are poorly mandated and
resourced vis‐à‐vis the national government.

• Secondly, by tracing the transnational actor con‐
stellations of industry and infrastructure develop‐
ment beyond the local and national scales of plan‐
ning, we were able to demonstrate how global
production networks can be instrumental in the
spatial dynamics transforming specific places into
commodity hubs. Local industrial Chinese stake‐
holder and state interests are involved in these
networks to a different degree and with different
aims: Enhancing connectivity in Rosario promises
a stabilisation of China’s import demands for agri‐
cultural staples and qualifies the region’s func‐
tion as the soybean industry’s major hub. In con‐
trast, industrial and infrastructural development
in Ethiopia offers opportunities for the reloca‐
tion of production capacities in the low‐wage tex‐
tile industry to a preferential trade area. In both
cases, however, the infrastructure projects fos‐
ter the import of industry supplies and construc‐
tion technology from China. Moreover, transna‐
tional enterprises are deeply involved in financ‐
ing, ownership, operation, and construction of
the infrastructures under study. They emerge as
potent actors able to channel the global flows
of commodities and value generation enabled
by these structures. In both case studies, large
construction engineering companies and banks
from China are key players, orchestrating a large
network of Chinese companies from the infras‐
tructure, transportation, and construction sectors
involved in the projects. In these networks the
engineering companies and banks act as inter‐
mediaries for loans and coordinate the supply
of construction materials and technology, as well
as the provisioning of the expertise from China.
These relations materialise in the provided infras‐
tructures, and thereby in the resulting built envi‐
ronments constituting transnational urban spaces.
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This phenomenon warrants a closer study of
how urban spaces are produced in asymmetrical
interaction between transnational, national, and
municipal actors—each with potentially diverse
and conflicting agendas—and the local residents,
not least because it is the livelihoods of local res‐
idents that stand to be most heavily impacted
by such transformations as could be observed in
Mekelle and Gran Rosario.

• Thirdly, the spatial analysis of both cases has
confirmed the massive physical implications of
infrastructure provisioning for global production
in both urban regions. The large‐scale interven‐
tions under study constitute not only important
vectors of spatial transformation and likely future
urbanisation. In both cases, uneven urban tex‐
tures have emerged which evoke the inequities
and risks described by Graham and Marvin (2001)
as “splintering urbanism”: Investments and infras‐
tructure provisioning concentrate in highly con‐
nected enclaves catering to globalised production
and linked to transnational networks, while exist‐
ing settlements and their inhabitants face negative
externalities, such as increased water scarcity, pol‐
lution, and unresolved housing needs. Providing
the necessary infrastructure, i.e., with regard to
transportation and housing, that meets the needs
of both the global production networks and the
respective workers and local residents seems to
be a major challenge for local authorities. Thus,
the provisioning of large‐scale infrastructures for
global production can complicate efforts of plan‐
ning for sustainable local development.

What consequences might these findings have for
more sustainable planning approaches? Both cases have
shown that powerful transnational actor constellations,
the primacy of industrial development, and the leading
role of planning authorities at the national level result
in the bypassing of local authorities and the neglect of
integrated urban development strategies, creatingmajor
challenges for planning at an urban and regional scale.
Local authorities appear poorly mandated, resourced,
and capacitated to negotiate and steer developments
towards more favourable outcomes. Both cases also
reveal specific vulnerabilities and governance failures
which, together, map out a broad field for potential
action: In Rosario, the lack of effective cooperation
between municipalities leaves the region exposed to
destructive competition and deal‐makings with negative
consequences; inMekelle, local authorities are left at the
receiving end of planning for industrialisation and infras‐
tructure development in which primarily national and
global actors are engaged.

Our article clearly shows that the transnational set‐
ups described can have major implications for the gover‐
nance of infrastructure provisioning, implications which
need to be understood and considered in strategic plan‐

ning approaches for the future development of such
industry locations and in efforts to mitigate the corre‐
sponding negative effects on local contexts.
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